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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Florence Griswold Museum seeks State support for part of the funding required to expand its current operations in Old Lyme, Connecticut. Additional funding will be provided
from outside sources. The proposed expenditures involve extensive renovations, new construction, and the purchase of a land parcel to restore the estate to its original eleven acres on
the Lieutenant River. This study evaluates the economic impact to the state and taxpayer, providing a measure of the relationship of benefits to costs.

The State of Connecticut is asked to contribute $2.05 million to a total budget of $4.2 million, ensuring a high degree of leveraging for the State funds. This leveraging, combined
with the attractiveness of the Museum to out-of-state visitors and use of in-state contractors wherever possible, produce a highly desirable outcome, highlighted on the next three pages.
Survey data maintained by the Museum supports an approximately 50% out-of-state visitation rate. This implies new dollars to the state with each new out-of-state visitor attracted.
This infusion of new dollars stimulates and stirs the Connecticut economy. The summary panels on the next three pages tell the story.

We give three cases, depending on the percentage of visitors that are net-new to the state. As indicated above, our data supports a 50% rate, hence we view the 50% case as the
most likely outcome. The 30% case is provided as a conservative evaluation, while the 10% case is provided essentially as a baseline. It is hard to imagine that as few as 10% of the
visitors would be net-new visitors to the state, yet even with this figure the results are positive.
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SUMMARY PANEL I

Florence Griswold Museum
Economic Impact of the 50% Net New Case

Most Likely Case

• 16 net new permanent jobs by the year 2000.
 

• $56 million annual increase in nominal wages and salaries (unadjusted for inflation) by the year 2000.
 

• $60 million annual increase in nominal disposable (after-tax) income; $30 million annual increase in real disposable income
(1992, inflation-adjusted dollars) by the year 2000.

• $43 million annual increase in real gross state product (1992, inflation-adjusted dollars) by year 2000.

• The net present value of the increase in personal income over 30 years is $17.86 million.

• Benefit-Cost Ratio of 8.92. For every dollar of income that a taxpayer gives up in taxes to finance this expansion, the taxpayer
receives $8.92 in pre-tax income in return.
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SUMMARY PANEL II

Florence Griswold Museum
Economic Impact of the 30% Net New Case

• 7 net new permanent jobs by the year 2000.
 

• $26 million annual increase in nominal wages and salaries (unadjusted for inflation) by the year 2000.
 

• $31 million annual increase in nominal disposable (after-tax) income; $13 million in real disposable income (1992, inflation-
adjusted dollars) by the year 2000.

• $13 million annual increase in real gross state product (1992, inflation-adjusted dollars) by the year 2000.

• The net present value of the increase in personal income over 30 years is $10.16 million.

• Benefit-Cost Ratio of 5.07. For every dollar of income that a taxpayer gives up in taxes to finance this expansion, the taxpayer
receives $5.07 in pre-tax income in return.
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SUMMARY PANEL III

Florence Griswold Museum
Economic Impact of the 10% Net New Case

Near Break-Even Case

• Essentially no long-term employment impact.
 

• Essentially no change in nominal wages and salaries (unadjusted for inflation).
 

• Essentially no long-term change in disposable (after-tax) income.

• Essentially no change in real gross state product (1992, inflation-adjusted dollars).

• The net present value of the increase in personal income over 30 years is $2.69 million.

• Benefit-Cost Ratio of 1.34. For every dollar of income that a taxpayer gives up in taxes to finance this expansion, the taxpayer
receives $1.34 in pre-tax income in return.
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INTRODUCTION

The Florence Griswold Museum seeks support from the State of Connecticut for a portion of the funding necessary for the purchase of historically important adjoining property,
construction, and improvements.

Located in Old Lyme, Connecticut, where the Connecticut River meets Long Island Sound, the Museum offers an impressive collection of American art, presented in an historic
setting where artists once lived and worked. It is the historic home of America’s best-known Impressionist art colony, and is a national historic landmark. Visitors walk the grounds and
gardens, enjoy the studios of William Chadwick, and consider permanent exhibits. This is all brought to focus with the Florence Griswold House, built in 1817, and the Huntley-Brown
House, built in 1794.

The proposed expansion involves the purchase of a five-acre parcel that adjoins the current property. This parcel represents the historic core of the original estate, and borders the
Lieutenant River.  Its addition will restore the property to eleven of its original twelve acres. Also included are expansions and renovations to the educational facilities, a new study cen-
ter, additional exhibition space and collection storage facilities.

These improvements are expected to make the Museum even more attractive, increasing attendance, attracting visitors from all around the world. This study attempts to evaluate
the economic significance of the concomitant increase in economy activity to the state, and compare this with the contributions sought from the State.

The methodology and assumptions are given on page 4, for analysis with the state, multi-sector model discussed in the next section.
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CCEA CONNECTICUT ECONOMETRIC MODEL

In 1992, with funding from the Connecticut Department of Economic and Community Development (DECD), the Department of Economics at the University of Connecticut ac-
quired a microcomputer-based econometric model of the Connecticut economy from Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI). A Massachusetts-based firm with historical ties to the
University of Massachusetts, REMI has developed an expertise in regional econometric modeling, and is a leading supplier and developer of such models. Following the acquisition of
the model, the Department of Economics at the University began the formal process to create the Connecticut Center for Economic Analysis (CCEA).

In 1993, the CCEA, with funding again from DECD and private sources, acquired another economic model from REMI that breaks out Hartford and Fairfield Counties, allowing
each county to be studied in isolation or combined with the rest of the state.

The CCEA models include all of the major inter-industry linkages among 466 private industries, aggregated into some 49 major industrial sectors. With the addition of farming and
three public sectors (state & local government, civilian federal government, and military), there is a total of 53 sectors represented in the models.

At the root of the models are the results of extensive modeling efforts at the U.S. Department of Commerce (DoC). The DoC has developed, and continues to develop, an input-
output model (or I/O model) for the United States. Modern input-output models, largely the result of the path-breaking research by Nobel laureate Wassily Leontief, focus on the inter-
relationships between industries, and provide micro-level detail regarding factor markets (including the labor market),  intermediate goods production, as well as final goods production
and consumption. Conceptually, the model is constructed in the form of a table, a kind of cross-reference, in which each cell summarizes the sales-purchase relation between industries
or sectors.

An example may help to make clear the value of this structure. Suppose that one cell  changes; wages for labor rise in one specific sector. The labor cell in that sector would
change. Then the change would flow through the table, affecting inputs and outputs in other industries along the chain of production. At the same time, businesses might substitute capi-
tal machinery (automation) or other inputs that appear more cost effective as a result of the change, offsetting to some extent the rising cost of labor. Workers may attempt to shift their
employment to the sector with the higher wages. That is, all of the elements of the model, just like the economy it represents, are related to all other elements of the model.

The CCEA Connecticut model takes the U. S. I/O “table” results and scales them according to traditional regional relationships and current conditions, allowing the relationships
to adapt at reasonable rates to changing conditions. Additionally:

• Consumption is determined on an industry-by-industry basis, from real disposable income in Keynesian fashion.

• Wage income is related to sector employment factored by regional differences.

• Property income depends only on population and its distribution, adjusted for traditional regional differences, not on market conditions or building rates relative to business ac-
tivity.

• Estimates of transfer payments depend upon unemployment details of the previous period. Moreover, government expenditures are proportional to the size of the popula tion.

• Federal military and civilian employment is exogenous and maintained at a fixed share of the corresponding total U. S. values, unless specifically altered in the analysis.
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• Migration into and out of the state is estimated based upon relative wages and the “amenities” of  life in Connecticut versus other states.

• “Imports” and “exports” from other states are related to relative pricing and production costs in Connecticut versus elsewhere.

Depending on the analysis being performed, the nature of the chain of events cascading through the model (economy) can be as informative for the policymaker as the final ag-
gregate results. Because the model generates such extensive sectoral detail, it is possible for experienced economists in this field to discern the dominant causal linkages involved in the
result.
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METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS

We estimate the economic impact of the proposed changes for three meaningful cases against a “control” or “base” forecast. The control forecast is based upon the latest avail-
able state and county I/O tables derived from the national table maintained by the U.S. Department of Commerce, a macroeconomic forecast from the University of Michigan’s RSQE,
and specific adjustments based upon historical data and planned employment changes in Connecticut as provided to us by the Connecticut Department of Labor. The model assumptions
are summarized below. Our analysis proceeds from the demand side.

Expenditures and Economic Assumptions.

• New real property aquisition of $1.45 million in 1996.

Table 1. Physical Capital Expenditures.

• Physical capital expenditures as given in Table 1. The first items is classified as new building, whereas the next four items are taken as maintenance/repair con-
struction. Design and Construction Management is taken as engineering/architectural expenditures. Machinery/Equipment is taken as such. Contingency is allo-
cated.

• All construction will be contracted to Connecticut firms.

• Nonphysical capital expenditures are given in Table 2. The Art Colony Centennial Book is considered a publishing project, and the various expenses associated with
Campaign Management are considered advertising, public relations, and administration.

Table 2. Nonphysical Capital Expenditures.

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total
New Gallery/Collection Facility   1,000,000   1,000,000
Visitor/Education Center      100,000        10,000      110,000
Site Development        75,000        75,000      150,000
Garden Restoration        80,000        80,000
Griswold House Restoration        30,000        30,000        70,000      130,000
Design and Construction Management        24,600      133,800        18,000      176,400
Machinery/Equipment        35,000        35,000        10,000        15,000        15,000      110,000
Contingency        11,480        62,440         8,400        82,320
Total Physical Capital      276,080   1,346,240      186,400        15,000        15,000   1,838,720
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• Based on survey results and marketing data supplied by the Florence Griswold Museum, we assume that average out-of-state attendance will average 50%, ramp-
ing from 46% in 1995 to 52% over five years.

• Projected attendance is given in Table 3, below.

Table 3. Projected Attendance.

• 25% of the new visitors are net new visitors to the state.

• The State gives the Florence Griswold Museum a grant of $2.05 million from General Appropriations in 1996. $200,000 comes from federal sources. The remainder
of the funding for the expansion comes from private sources, according to Table 4, below.

Table 4. Funding Sources Other Than State and Federal Government.

• Given that 50% of the attendees are from out-of-state and 50% are from in-state locations, it is not possible to construct perfect estimates of substitution. Many of
the out-of-state visitors would have come to Connecticut anyway, so their dollars are not new to the Connecticut economy. Such visitors may substitute attendance
at the Florence Griswold Museum for attendance elsewhere. Hence while their expenditures are new to the Florence Griswold Museum, their expenditures are not
net new expenditures to Connecticut. Similarly, residents of the state may attend the museum in lieu of other activities within the state(substitution again), or they
may attend the museum, foregoing leaving the state for other destinations. The latter activity represents net new expenditures to Connecticut.

Since we cannot know the degree of substitution with certainty, we attempt to “bracket” this economic response by selecting a degree of substitution that our expe-
rience suggests is likely, and then choosing two lower rates of substitution to highlight the sensitivity of the results to the assumed rate of substitution. We proceed

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total
 Art Colony Centennial Book        50,000        50,000        50,000      150,000
 Campaign Management        36,750      157,850      143,875      156,108         1,050         1,050      496,683
 Total Nonphysical Capital        36,750      207,850      193,875      206,108         1,050         1,050      646,683

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
 Attendance 28,303        31,904        37,084        44,500 53,398
 Percentage Change        +11%      +13%      +16%      +20%         +20%

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total
Connecticut Sources     515,000     675,000     750,000     725,000     460,000     175,000  3,300,000
Out-of-state Sources     200,000     350,000     350,000     350,000     350,000     350,000  1,950,000
Total     715,000  1,025,000  1,100,000  1,075,000     810,000     525,000  5,250,000
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with three cases: 50% substitution (most likely), 30% substitution, and 10% substitution.

• We assume that the state will finance its contribution with tax exempt bonds at an annual interest rate of 5%, to mature in 30 years. The state pays principal and
interest annually. Given the requirement to balance each annual budget, this implies that the state must offset its bond payments with reduced expenditures else-
where.
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SURVEY RESULTS

The Florence Griswold Museum made survey forms available to its visitors over a one-year period. Because no effort was made to randomize the sample, it may be biased. Yet
the survey results give some insight into the characteristics of the attendees to the Museum. The survey results are summarized here.

Figure 1. Is this your first visit to the Florence 
Griswold Museum?

Yes
71%

No
29%

As shown in Figure 1, almost three-quarters of the visitors to the museum are first-time visitors. Those who have come before came an average of two times in the last year. So
apparently, while the majority of surveyed visitors were visiting for the first time, they are likely to return. If this pattern is representative of a random sample, then it would suggest a
rapid growth rate.
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The average party size is 3.6 persons. As shown in Figure 2, below, the most common party size is a party of two. Most parties by far are less than 10. This is an example of a
case in which this survey may have some sample bias. It is less likely that large tour group, as would come from a local school, etc., would fill out the survey form.

Approximately 71% of the visitors are female, 29% are male. About a third of the visitors are on an overnight trip. Of the respondents, 58% give Connecticut as their state of
residence. More than 66% of the respondents give art museums as their favorite type of museum, while 25% give historical museums, and 8.5% give science as their favorite.

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

Figure 2. Party size distribution.

1 2 3-5 6-9 10-14 >14
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Visitors tend to be well educated, and few have low
incomes. The majority are over age 35, with modal group of
45-55 years.  See Figure 3, right.

Most have college degrees and at least some graduate
school experience. This is shown in Figure 4, right.

Figure 3. Age Distribution.
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Figure 4. Educational Level.
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Figure 5, right, shows the income distribution
of the visitors surveyed. The results suggest less
participation by the lowest income earners, but fairly
uniform participation across other income groups.
Thus it appears that the Museum serves a wide
audience.

Figure 5. Income Distribution.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

CASE 1. FIFTY PERCENT NET NEW MUSEUM VISITORS

In this case, we assume that fifty percent of the visitors brought to the Florence
Griswold Museum as a result of the proposed expansion represent net new visitors to the
state. This rate is supported by both the survey results and the longer experience of the
museum. Therefore, we assume this to be the most likely case.

In all the cases, the increase in the number of jobs is not large in absolute terms.
This is not surprising since the state’s investment of $2.05 million and the total investment
are not large when compared to the total Connecticut Economy. Also, given that the state
must balance its budget each year, the debt service must be offset with reduced expendi-
tures elsewhere in the state.

As shown in Figure 6, after the initial construction & development phase, resultant
employment holds steady between 15 and 20 jobs between 1999 and 2015. The point here
is that essentially permanent positions are created. Some projects create large initial em-
ployment sponsored by construction activity; these jobs fall away once the construction
phase is completed, and continuing operations begin. This is not the case here.

Once the steady-state growth path is established (1999 to 2015 and beyond), public
sector employment is decreased by a job. Thus all of the employment gains are in the pri-
vate sector. The only offsetting factor to the positive employment scenario is the increase in general population. In the year 2000, for example, private sector employment increases by
15, total employment by 16, and the total population by 17. Of course, a large part of the population increase is made up of dependents.

Figure 6.
Change in Employment
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The broadest measure of economic activity is gross state
product (GSP). Figure 7 at left, shows real (infla tion-adjusted)
gross state product (in chained 1992 dollars). GSP is the total
value of all of the goods and services sold in the state in a given
year. When we add together the increased activity of 1996 and
1998, it is close to the amount of the State’s $2.05 investment.
Later years, then, must represent the “payback” to the state.
From 2001 to 2015 there is a slow secular growth trend, raising
GSP on average by about a half million inflation-adjusted dollars
a year. This appears to go on indefinitely. By 2035, this grows to
about $900,000 annually.

It is this increase in economic activity that attracts the
growing population. The growing population requires additional
public and private services, stirring more economic activity. Of
course, increased economic activity also implies increased tax
revenues. Given the scope of this study, it is not possible to fully
identify the tax receipts that would follow from such an expan-
sion. In the year 2000, nominal wages and salaries increase by
$560,000 across the state, activity that is likely subject to state
income tax. Some large part of the total GSP is also subject to
sales tax. Property purchases involved new property taxes to
municipalities. Increased business activity triggers increased

business taxes. Thus, the high payback in terms of general economic activity also translates to a revenue stream large enough to easily cover the debt service of the State’s investment.

Many projects of this type provide a short-run economic boost followed by an economic “drag.” There are several reasons for this. Construction projects are often given to firms
outside the state. Incoming (Short-term) are seen in increased population, and take up a substantial share of the jobs created. These people do spend money in the state, creating “sec-
ond-round” or indirect economic activity. The problem is that once the construction phase is over, these people often do not immediate employment to return to elsewhere, so stay on in
Connecticut to demand social services and income replacement. Thus unemployment rates and government spending increase.

In this project, substantially all work is to be contracted to local firms. This avoids much of this problem. There is no loss following the initial construction, and growth continues in-
definitely.

Figure 7.
Change in Gross State Product
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This growth in GSP translates into incomes for residents. Economists use two related measures to evaluate this—personal income and disposable personal income. Personal in-
come excludes any loss to the private sector in the form of tax payments to the public sector, and also excludes benefits to the private sector in the form of transfer payments. Dispos-
able income is personal income after tax payments and receipts of transfer payments. So disposable income is sometimes referred to as “after-tax” income or “take-home” pay, al-
though these are somewhat inaccurate.

As shown in Figure 8, to the right, personal income exceeds dis-
posable income by an amount equal to the public sector cost financed
by private incomes. Otherwise the two measures track each other
closely. Both rise continually from the year 2000, and show positive
gains for all years.

We can use personal income as a means to derive a meaningful
benefit-cost ratio. The net present value (NPV) of the state’s invest-
ment, and therefore the personal income lost to the taxpayer, is $2.0
million. (All NPV figures are over 30 years, the bonding period.) Yet
the return to the taxpayers’ “investment” has a net present value of
$17.9 million. This yields a ratio of 8.92 (=17.9/2.0). This is a phe-
nomenal return. In simple terms, on average for every dollar that a
taxpayer gives up from his or her income to pay taxes to fund this
expansion, he or she receives $8.92 in “pre-tax” income in return. I am
sure that we would all like to find more investments with this kind of
return!

So, in summary, as a result of the state’s investment in this proj-
ect, employment is permanently increased, the population grows, the
private sector economy is expanded and the public sector is not, the
state collects higher tax revenues, and the public receives higher after-
tax incomes by a huge margin. There are no apparent negatives.

Figure 8.
Changes in Income
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CASE 2. THIRTY PERCENT NET NEW MUSEUM VISITORS

In this case, we assume that thirty percent of the visitors brought
to the Florence Griswold Museum as a result of the proposed expansion
represent net new visitors to the state. This rate is 20 percentage points
lower than the rates supported by both the survey results and the longer
experience of the museum. Therefore, we assume this to be a very con-
servative case.

As in the 50% case, jobs are created, although the increase in the
number of jobs is not large in absolute terms. This is not surprising since
the state’s investment of $2.05 million and the total investment are not
large when compared to the total Connecticut Economy. Also, given that
the state must balance its budget each year, the debt service must be
offset with reduced expenditures elsewhere in the state.

As shown in Figure 9, after the initial construction & development
phase, about 10 permanent jobs are created, with some slow, but con-
tinuing growth. Again, we highlight that essentially permanent positions
are created. The gains are not short-lived employment sponsored by
construction activity; these jobs do not evaporate once the construction
phase is completed.

Once the steady-state growth path is established (1999 to 2015 and
beyond), public sector employment is decreased by one or two jobs. This is not a case of replacing private sector jobs with public sector ones. Thus all of the increase in employment is
in the private sector. The only offsetting factor to the positive employment scenario is the increase in general population. In the year 2000, for example, private sector employment in-
creases by 9, total employment by 7, and the total population by 11. Of course, a large part of the population increase is made up of dependents.

Figure 9.
Change in Employment
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The broadest measure of economic activity is gross state product
(GSP). Figure 10 at left, shows real (infla tion-adjusted) gross state product
(in chained 1992 dollars). GSP is the total value of all of the goods and
services sold in the state in a given year. When we add together the in-
creased activity of 1996 and 1998, it is close to the amount of the State’s
$2.05 investment. Later years, then, must represent the “payback” to the
state. From 2001 to 2015 there is a slow secular growth trend, raising GSP
on average by about a 340,000 inflation-adjusted dollars a year. This ap-
pears to go on indefinitely. By 2035, this grows to about $470,000 annually.

It is this increase in economic activity that attracts the growing
population. The growing population requires additional public and private
services, stirring more economic activity. Of course, increased economic
activity also implies increased tax revenues. Given the scope of this study,
it is not possible to fully identify the tax receipts that would follow from
such an expansion. In the year 2000, nominal wages and salaries increase
by $260,000 across the state, activity that is likely subject to state income
tax. Some large part of the total GSP is also subject to sales tax. Property
purchases involved new property taxes to municipalities. Increased busi-
ness activity triggers increased business taxes. Thus, the high payback in
terms of general economic activity also translates to a revenue stream
large enough to easily cover the debt service of the State’s investment.

Many projects of this type provide a short-run economic boost followed by an economic “drag.” There are several reasons for this. Construction projects are often given to firms
outside the state. Incoming (Short-term) are seen in increased population, and take up a substantial share of the jobs created. These people do spend money in the state, creating “sec-
ond-round” or indirect economic activity. The problem is that once the construction phase is over, these people often do not immediate employment to return to elsewhere, so stay on in
Connecticut to demand social services and income replacement. Thus unemployment rates and government spending increase.

In this project, substantially all work is to be contracted to local firms. This avoids much of this problem. There is no loss following the initial construction, and growth continues in-
definitely.

Figure 10.
Change in Gross State Product
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This growth in GSP translates into incomes for residents.
Economists use two related measures to evaluate this—personal
income and disposable personal income. Personal income excludes
any loss to the private sector in the form of tax payments to the pub-
lic sector, and also excludes benefits to the private sector in the form
of transfer payments. Disposable income is personal income after
tax payments and receipts of transfer payments. So disposable in-
come is sometimes referred to as “after-tax” income or “take-
home” pay, although these are somewhat inaccurate.

As shown in Figure 11, to the right, personal income exceeds
disposable income by an amount equal to the public sector cost fi-
nanced by private incomes. Otherwise the two measures track each
other closely. Both rise continually from the year 2000, and show
positive gains for all years.

We can use personal income as a means to derive a meaning-
ful benefit-cost ratio. The net present value (NPV) of the state’s
investment, and therefore the personal income lost to the taxpayer, is
$2.0 million. (All NPV figures are over 30 years, the bonding period.)
Yet the return to the taxpayers’ “investment” has a net present
value of $10.2 million. This yields a ratio of 5.07 (=10.2/2.0). Al-
though lower than the 50% case, this is still a phenomenal return. In
simple terms, on average for every dollar that a taxpayer gives up from his or her income to pay taxes to fund this expansion, he or she receives over $5.00 in “pre-tax” income in re-
turn. This is still an unusually good investment!

So, as before, the state’s investment in this project, employment is permanently increased, the population grows, the private sector economy is expanded and the public sector is
not, the state collects higher tax revenues, and the public receives higher after-tax incomes by a huge margin. There are no apparent negatives.

CASE 3. TEN PERCENT NET NEW MUSEUM VISITORS

Figure 11.
Changes in Income
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In this case, we assume that only ten percent of the visitors
brought to the Florence Griswold Museum as a result of the proposed
expansion represent net new visitors to the state. This rate so unrea-
sonably low that the only purpose of this case is to demonstrate the sen-
sitivity of the results to the assumed net new percentage rate. Even at a
10% net new rate, the benefit-cost ratio is positive. We assume this to
be an unrealistically low bounding case.

Even at a 10% net new rate, jobs are created, although the in-
crease in the number of jobs is not large in absolute terms. While experi-
ence indicates that a 50% rate is more reasonable, this case makes it
clear that it does not take strong assumptions to generate a positive result
for this proposed expansion. In part this is because the state’s investment
of $2.05 million and the total investment are not large, and are supple-
mented by funding from other sources.

As shown in Figure 12, significant employment gains are made
during the initial construction & development phase. Afterward, this falls
away, and slow gains begin. Although only a handful of permanent jobs
are created, but job creation is positive with continuing growth. The gains
are not short-lived employment sponsored by construction activity; and
construction phase jobs do not give away to unemployment in the later
years.

Job creation, as before, is primarily in the private sector. The offset due to population growth is minimal.

Figure 12.
Change in Employment
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The broadest measure of economic activity is gross state product
(GSP). Figure 13 at left, shows real (infla tion-adjusted) gross state product
(in chained 1992 dollars). GSP is the total value of all of the goods and
services sold in the state in a given year. When we add together the in-
creased activity of 1996 and 1998, it is close to the amount of the State’s
$2.05 investment. Later years, then, must represent the “payback” to the
state. From 2001 to 2015 there is a slow secular growth trend, raising GSP
on average by about a 60,000 inflation-adjusted dollars a year. This appears
to go on indefinitely. By 2035, this grows to about $120,000 annually.

Thus, there is little net change in economic activity. The primary
source of a positive benefit-cost ratio would likely be from the early (1997
and 1999) positive returns. The small negative in years 2000-2005 are dis-
counted more relative to the near-in years and are offset by a growing
string of small positives from 2007 on.

As mentioned before, many projects of this type provide a short-run
economic boost followed by an economic “drag.” We see some indications
of that here, although the total returns are still positive, and the negatives
are negligible.

Figure 13.
Change in Gross State Product
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As one would expect, the GSP numbers translate into similar
incomes for residents. Economists use two related measures to
evaluate this—personal income and disposable personal income.
Personal income excludes any loss to the private sector in the form
of tax payments to the public sector, and also excludes benefits to
the private sector in the form of transfer payments. Disposable in-
come is personal income after tax payments and receipts of transfer
payments. So disposable income is sometimes referred to as “after-
tax” income or “take-home” pay, although these are somewhat inac-
curate.

As shown in Figure 14, to the right, personal income exceeds
disposable income by an amount equal to the public sector cost fi-
nanced by private incomes. Otherwise the two measures track each
other closely. After negligible declines from 2001-2005, both rise
continually from the year 2006, and show positive gains for all years.

We can use personal income as a means to derive a meaning-
ful benefit-cost ratio. The net present value (NPV) of the state’s
investment, and therefore the personal income lost to the taxpayer, is
$2.0 million. (All NPV figures are over 30 years, the bonding period.)
Yet the return to the taxpayers’ “investment” has a net present
value of $2.69 million. This yields a ratio of 1.34 (=2.69/2.0). Al-
though lower than the other cases, this is actually a more “normal” rate of return. In simple terms, on average for every dollar that a taxpayer gives up from his or her income to pay
taxes to fund this expansion, he or she receives over $1.34 in “pre-tax” income in return.

Figure 14.
Changes in Income
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CONCLUSIONS

This analysis suggests that the grant to the Florence Griswold Museum will have a positive impact on the state economy. We examine three cases, based upon the degree to
which the expansion attracts out-of-state visitors or retains in-state visitors:

• 50% Net New Visitors to the State — this is the most likely case, based on all available data.

•  30% Net New Visitors to the State — this is a very conservative case.

•  10% Net New Visitors to the State — this is an extremely low, bounding case.

The results can be summarized by a comparison of the expense and income streams involved:

The first two cases, which enter more into the realm of possibility, generate extremely high rates of return. In fact, it is hard to imagine that the state could find equally attractive
alternatives readily available. The third case makes unrealistically low assumptions and is shown here only to demonstrate the sensitivity of the results to the assumptions. Even so, the
third case (10%) yields a positive, more normal, rate of return. The third case offers a rate of return higher than many projects undertaken by the state.

We can only conclude that this a very highly desirable investment for the state, with little to no downside risk.

NPV of Change
in Personal In-

come
(Millions)

NPV of State’s
Investment
(Millions)

Benefit-
Cost
Ratio

50% Case $17.86 $2.00 8.92

30% Case $10.16 $2.00 5.07

10% Case $2.69 $2.00 1.34
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APPENDIX: MODEL DETAIL
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 50% NET NEW CASE (RUN 1) 11/15/96

 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .017       .006       .023       .014       .015       .016       .016       .016       .016       .016
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .020       .009       .025       .016       .016       .017       .017       .017       .017       .017
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .001       .000       .001       .001       .000       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .001       .000       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .001       .000       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION        (3)        .004       .007       .011       .016       .017       .019       .021       .024       .025       .026
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.

                       INDEX TO AVAILABLE TABLES
                       ___________________________

           SUPER SUMMARY TABLE AND REFERENCE LIST.......TABLE  1
           SUMMARY TABLES FOR PRIVATE NON-FARM SECTORS..TABLE  2
           EMPLOYMENT TABLE & POPULATION................TABLE  3
           PERSONAL INCOME TABLE........................TABLE  4
           GRP BY FINAL DEMAND - BILL. OF CHAINED 92$...TABLE  5
           10 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 7-14
           OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT......................TABLE  15
           OCCUPATIONAL WAGE RATE CHANGE................TABLE  16
           MISCELLANEOUS DATA, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY.......TABLES 17A,17B
           49 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 18-49
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 50% NET NEW CASE (RUN 1) 11/15/96

TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .020       .009       .025       .016       .016       .017       .017       .017       .017       .017
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .005       .002       .005       .002       .001       .002       .001       .001       .001       .001
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .003       .001       .004       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .001       .000       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .000
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)        .000       .000      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .011       .006       .016       .012       .014       .015       .015       .015       .015       .015

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00168     .00052     .00188     .00089     .00079     .00087     .00087     .00082     .00084     .00084
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00082     .00024     .00092     .00045     .00044     .00050     .00048     .00047     .00043     .00047
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00088     .00026     .00098     .00043     .00036     .00038     .00037     .00036     .00039     .00037
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00004    -.00005    -.00010    -.00013    -.00015    -.00018    -.00018    -.00020    -.00020    -.00021
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00135     .00052     .00156     .00075     .00064     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00218     .00072     .00244     .00104     .00084     .00092     .00089     .00085     .00089     .00085
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00114     .00042     .00130     .00057     .00050     .00052     .00052     .00050     .00051     .00050

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:

 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00083     .00040     .00112     .00066     .00058     .00061     .00060     .00060     .00060     .00060
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 50% NET NEW CASE (RUN 1) 11/15/96

TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000      -.001
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .019       .009       .024       .015       .017       .018       .018       .017       .017       .017
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .010       .001       .008       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .000       .000       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .003       .002       .004       .004       .005       .006       .005       .005       .005       .005

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .005       .005       .010       .009       .010       .010       .010       .010       .010       .010

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT         -.003      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT      -.003      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .017       .006       .023       .014       .015       .016       .016       .016       .016       .016
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .004       .007       .011       .016       .017       .019       .021       .024       .025       .026
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 50% NET NEW CASE (RUN 1) 11/15/96

TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB       .00076     .00033     .00109     .00063     .00056     .00059     .00059     .00059     .00060     .00061
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00031     .00010     .00036     .00017     .00016     .00019     .00019     .00019     .00020     .00021

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC     .00107     .00043     .00144     .00080     .00073     .00078     .00077     .00078     .00079     .00082
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00008     .00003     .00011     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00002     .00003     .00004     .00006     .00007     .00008     .00009     .00011     .00012     .00013
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY    -.00004     .00000    -.00004     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00004     .00005     .00005

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00097     .00043     .00134     .00081     .00075     .00082     .00082     .00087     .00090     .00093
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00020     .00008     .00027     .00016     .00014     .00015     .00016     .00016     .00017     .00017

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00077     .00034     .00107     .00066     .00060     .00066     .00066     .00071     .00073     .00076

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92      .00013     .00014     .00027     .00029     .00026     .00024     .00027     .00026     .00023     .00020

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00056     .00019     .00068     .00034     .00030     .00034     .00032     .00035     .00037     .00040
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP     .00014     .00001     .00013    -.00001    -.00003    -.00003    -.00006    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE             .00007     .00004     .00010     .00005     .00002     .00002     .00001     .00000     .00000    -.00001
   DURABLES              .00005     .00001     .00005     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00000     .00000    -.00001    -.00001
   NONDURABLES           .00002     .00003     .00005     .00004     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00108     .00046     .00139     .00077     .00074     .00078     .00079     .00079     .00081     .00082
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION     .00062     .00011     .00056     .00011     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00003
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00003     .00002     .00005     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE      .00004     .00002     .00006     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00003     .00003     .00003
   RETAIL TRADE          .00007     .00005     .00012     .00011     .00013     .00014     .00014     .00014     .00015     .00015
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00004     .00002     .00005     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003
   SERVICES              .00027     .00025     .00054     .00044     .00044     .00047     .00048     .00049     .00050     .00051
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT       -.00008    -.00008    -.00005    -.00003    -.00003    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002     .00001
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT    -.00008    -.00008    -.00004    -.00004    -.00004    -.00003    -.00002    -.00001    -.00001     .00000
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 50% NET NEW CASE (RUN 1) 11/15/96

TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00105     .00034     .00121     .00053     .00043     .00048     .00050     .00047     .00049     .00050

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00043     .00014     .00051     .00024     .00020     .00022     .00023     .00024     .00025     .00024
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00002     .00001     .00003     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00003     .00001     .00004     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   OTHER DURABLES        .00002     .00000     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00010     .00003     .00012     .00005     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00003     .00004     .00003
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00004     .00001     .00004     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003
   HOUSING               .00003     .00002     .00005     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00007
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00003     .00001     .00004     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   TRANSPORTATION        .00002     .00001     .00003     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00001
   OTHER SERVICES        .00009     .00002     .00010     .00004     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00023     .00008     .00031     .00020     .00024     .00026     .00025     .00025     .00024     .00024
   RESIDENTIAL           .00009     .00002     .00009     .00003     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00003     .00002     .00005     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00010     .00005     .00017     .00013     .00017     .00018     .00018     .00017     .00017     .00016

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT      -.00015    -.00014    -.00012    -.00010    -.00010    -.00009    -.00008    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV      -.00015    -.00014    -.00012    -.00010    -.00010    -.00009    -.00008    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005

  TOTAL EXPORTS          .00118     .00036     .00135     .00052     .00042     .00040     .00043     .00040     .00041     .00039
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00135     .00052     .00156     .00075     .00064     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00017    -.00016    -.00021    -.00023    -.00022    -.00028    -.00026    -.00028    -.00028    -.00030

  TOTAL IMPORTS          .00065     .00010     .00084     .00032     .00033     .00031     .00033     .00035     .00036     .00032

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00105     .00034     .00121     .00053     .00043     .00048     .00050     .00047     .00049     .00050

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00114     .00043     .00128     .00060     .00049     .00053     .00054     .00050     .00052     .00051
  TOT GOV               -.00009    -.00008    -.00007    -.00006    -.00005    -.00005    -.00004    -.00003    -.00002    -.00002
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
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 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .017       .017       .017       .017       .017       .018       .018       .018       .019       .019
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .017       .017       .017       .017       .017       .018       .018       .018       .018       .019
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .001       .001       .001       .001

 POPULATION        (3)        .028       .029       .031       .030       .031       .031       .033       .033       .033       .034
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.

                       INDEX TO AVAILABLE TABLES
                       ___________________________

           SUPER SUMMARY TABLE AND REFERENCE LIST.......TABLE  1
           SUMMARY TABLES FOR PRIVATE NON-FARM SECTORS..TABLE  2
           EMPLOYMENT TABLE & POPULATION................TABLE  3
           PERSONAL INCOME TABLE........................TABLE  4
           GRP BY FINAL DEMAND - BILL. OF CHAINED 92$...TABLE  5
           10 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 7-14
           OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT......................TABLE  15
           OCCUPATIONAL WAGE RATE CHANGE................TABLE  16
           MISCELLANEOUS DATA, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY.......TABLES 17A,17B
           49 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 18-49
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .017       .017       .017       .017       .017       .018       .018       .018       .018       .019
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .002       .001       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .002       .002       .002
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .001
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)       -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .015       .015       .015       .015       .015       .015       .015       .015       .015       .015

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00089     .00087     .00093     .00089     .00095     .00108     .00099     .00101     .00104     .00114
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00048     .00048     .00049     .00047     .00050     .00056     .00053     .00051     .00054     .00056
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00041     .00042     .00043     .00042     .00044     .00050     .00048     .00050     .00052     .00056
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00019    -.00018    -.00020    -.00018    -.00017    -.00017    -.00016    -.00019    -.00017    -.00014
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00090     .00092     .00092     .00092     .00096     .00099     .00099     .00104     .00104     .00113
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00052     .00052     .00053     .00054     .00055     .00056     .00057     .00056     .00063     .00063

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:

 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00060     .00063     .00062     .00064     .00067     .00071     .00074     .00075     .00078     .00082
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TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .017       .018       .018       .018       .018       .018       .018       .018       .018       .019
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .010       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .017       .017       .017       .017       .017       .018       .018       .018       .019       .019
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .028       .029       .031       .030       .031       .031       .033       .033       .033       .034
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
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TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB       .00061     .00064     .00063     .00066     .00069     .00073     .00078     .00079     .00082     .00087
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00022     .00023     .00023     .00025     .00026     .00027     .00028     .00029     .00031     .00033

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC     .00082     .00087     .00087     .00090     .00095     .00101     .00107     .00108     .00113     .00121
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00006     .00007     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00008     .00008     .00008     .00009
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00014     .00015     .00017     .00017     .00018     .00019     .00021     .00021     .00022     .00023
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY     .00006     .00007     .00008     .00008     .00009     .00009     .00011     .00010     .00011     .00012

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00096     .00104     .00105     .00108     .00116     .00122     .00130     .00131     .00137     .00146
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00018     .00019     .00019     .00020     .00021     .00022     .00023     .00024     .00025     .00026

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00079     .00085     .00087     .00089     .00096     .00101     .00107     .00108     .00111     .00121

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92      .00021     .00020     .00017     .00020     .00020     .00018     .00015     .00015     .00014     .00020

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00040     .00044     .00046     .00044     .00047     .00050     .00053     .00053     .00054     .00054
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP    -.00009    -.00009    -.00010    -.00010    -.00009    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00011

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE             .00000     .00000    -.00001    -.00001     .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000    -.00001
   DURABLES             -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001
   NONDURABLES           .00001     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00082     .00086     .00086     .00089     .00094     .00098     .00101     .00105     .00110     .00115
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION     .00003     .00004     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00005
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00007
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE      .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003
   RETAIL TRADE          .00015     .00015     .00016     .00016     .00017     .00017     .00017     .00018     .00018     .00019
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00003
   SERVICES              .00053     .00055     .00056     .00058     .00060     .00063     .00067     .00070     .00072     .00077
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT        .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00004     .00005     .00003     .00003     .00005
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.
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TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00053     .00051     .00055     .00052     .00053     .00058     .00056     .00060     .00064     .00064

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00027     .00027     .00030     .00029     .00031     .00034     .00033     .00034     .00035     .00040
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   OTHER DURABLES        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004
   HOUSING               .00008     .00008     .00009     .00008     .00009     .00009     .00010     .00009     .00009     .00010
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   TRANSPORTATION        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00002     .00002     .00003     .00002     .00002     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00006
   OTHER SERVICES        .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00022     .00023     .00023     .00022     .00022     .00024     .00022     .00023     .00023     .00023
   RESIDENTIAL           .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00002     .00003     .00002
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00004     .00005     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00016     .00016     .00016     .00015     .00016     .00017     .00015     .00016     .00016     .00016

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000    -.00001     .00000

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT      -.00004    -.00004    -.00003    -.00002    -.00002    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV      -.00004    -.00004    -.00003    -.00002    -.00002    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001

  TOTAL EXPORTS          .00039     .00042     .00043     .00043     .00044     .00045     .00046     .00046     .00048     .00050
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00030    -.00027    -.00026    -.00026    -.00025    -.00024    -.00024    -.00024    -.00021    -.00019

  TOTAL IMPORTS          .00031     .00038     .00037     .00039     .00042     .00043     .00043     .00043     .00042     .00050

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00053     .00051     .00055     .00052     .00053     .00058     .00056     .00060     .00064     .00064

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00055     .00052     .00056     .00053     .00053     .00057     .00056     .00058     .00063     .00063
  TOT GOV               -.00001    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
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 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .019       .019       .019       .019       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .021
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .019       .018       .019       .019       .019       .019       .019       .019       .020       .020
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

 POPULATION        (3)        .035       .034       .035       .035       .034       .035       .035       .035       .036       .037
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.

                       INDEX TO AVAILABLE TABLES
                       ___________________________

           SUPER SUMMARY TABLE AND REFERENCE LIST.......TABLE  1
           SUMMARY TABLES FOR PRIVATE NON-FARM SECTORS..TABLE  2
           EMPLOYMENT TABLE & POPULATION................TABLE  3
           PERSONAL INCOME TABLE........................TABLE  4
           GRP BY FINAL DEMAND - BILL. OF CHAINED 92$...TABLE  5
           10 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 7-14
           OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT......................TABLE  15
           OCCUPATIONAL WAGE RATE CHANGE................TABLE  16
           MISCELLANEOUS DATA, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY.......TABLES 17A,17B
           49 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 18-49
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .019       .018       .019       .019       .019       .019       .019       .019       .020       .020
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .003       .003
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .001       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .001       .001       .001       .001
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)       -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001       .000       .000
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .015       .015       .015       .015       .015       .015       .015       .015       .015       .015

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00121     .00119     .00119     .00121     .00125     .00125     .00127     .00125     .00130     .00137
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00060     .00060     .00063     .00056     .00061     .00062     .00060     .00060     .00061     .00063
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00060     .00056     .00062     .00059     .00063     .00063     .00066     .00063     .00069     .00072
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00017    -.00015    -.00015    -.00013    -.00014    -.00012    -.00015    -.00012    -.00012    -.00014
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00114     .00110     .00119     .00117     .00122     .00122     .00125     .00122     .00128     .00131
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00066     .00064     .00066     .00066     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00073     .00073

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:

 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00085     .00087     .00091     .00095     .00099     .00105     .00105     .00111     .00116     .00124
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TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .019       .018       .019       .019       .019       .019       .019       .019       .019       .020
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .001

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .011       .011       .012       .012       .012       .012       .012       .012       .012       .012

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT          .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .019       .019       .019       .019       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .021
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .035       .034       .035       .035       .034       .035       .035       .035       .036       .037
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
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TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB       .00092     .00093     .00096     .00102     .00105     .00111     .00113     .00121     .00128     .00134
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00034     .00035     .00037     .00039     .00040     .00041     .00043     .00044     .00047     .00048

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC     .00125     .00128     .00133     .00142     .00145     .00153     .00156     .00165     .00175     .00183
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00009     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00011     .00011     .00012     .00012     .00013     .00014
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00025     .00025     .00026     .00027     .00028     .00029     .00030     .00031     .00033     .00035
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY     .00014     .00013     .00014     .00015     .00015     .00016     .00018     .00017     .00020     .00021

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00154     .00156     .00163     .00174     .00177     .00186     .00192     .00198     .00214     .00226
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00027     .00028     .00029     .00031     .00032     .00034     .00034     .00036     .00039     .00040

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00127     .00127     .00134     .00143     .00145     .00153     .00159     .00162     .00174     .00186

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92      .00020     .00017     .00017     .00018     .00020     .00017     .00027     .00012     .00017     .00017

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00056     .00056     .00059     .00061     .00060     .00063     .00060     .00066     .00068     .00072
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP    -.00011    -.00011    -.00011    -.00010    -.00010    -.00009    -.00011    -.00009    -.00010    -.00009

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE             .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001
   DURABLES             -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000
   NONDURABLES           .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00120     .00123     .00128     .00133     .00139     .00145     .00150     .00151     .00162     .00171
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00008     .00008     .00008     .00009
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00008     .00008     .00008     .00008     .00009     .00009     .00009     .00009     .00010     .00010
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE      .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005
   RETAIL TRADE          .00020     .00020     .00021     .00021     .00022     .00023     .00024     .00024     .00025     .00026
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005
   SERVICES              .00079     .00081     .00086     .00089     .00094     .00098     .00100     .00102     .00110     .00115
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT        .00005     .00006     .00006     .00008     .00006     .00007     .00006     .00013     .00013     .00011
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00008     .00009     .00010     .00011     .00012
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.
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TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00064     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00070     .00072     .00072     .00072     .00078     .00072

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00041     .00040     .00042     .00043     .00045     .00045     .00046     .00045     .00050     .00052
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003
   OTHER DURABLES        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005
   HOUSING               .00010     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00011
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00002     .00003     .00003
   TRANSPORTATION        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00006     .00005     .00007     .00007     .00006     .00008     .00007     .00007     .00009     .00009
   OTHER SERVICES        .00006     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00008

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00023     .00024     .00024     .00024     .00024     .00024     .00024     .00026     .00027     .00029
   RESIDENTIAL           .00002     .00002     .00003     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00004     .00005     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00017     .00018     .00017     .00017     .00017     .00017     .00018     .00018     .00019     .00020

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT       .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV       .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004

  TOTAL EXPORTS          .00047     .00049     .00050     .00049     .00050     .00050     .00050     .00053     .00053     .00050
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00022    -.00021    -.00019    -.00021    -.00019    -.00019    -.00019    -.00016    -.00017    -.00020

  TOTAL IMPORTS          .00050     .00047     .00050     .00050     .00052     .00051     .00052     .00055     .00056     .00063

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00064     .00069     .00069     .00069     .00070     .00072     .00072     .00072     .00078     .00072

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00063     .00067     .00067     .00067     .00067     .00069     .00069     .00067     .00075     .00069
  TOT GOV                .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
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 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .020       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .022
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .019       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .021
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .002       .002       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .004
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .003       .003       .003       .003

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

 POPULATION        (3)        .037       .038       .039       .038       .038       .038       .039       .039       .040       .041
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.

                       INDEX TO AVAILABLE TABLES
                       ___________________________

           SUPER SUMMARY TABLE AND REFERENCE LIST.......TABLE  1
           SUMMARY TABLES FOR PRIVATE NON-FARM SECTORS..TABLE  2
           EMPLOYMENT TABLE & POPULATION................TABLE  3
           PERSONAL INCOME TABLE........................TABLE  4
           GRP BY FINAL DEMAND - BILL. OF CHAINED 92$...TABLE  5
           10 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 7-14
           OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT......................TABLE  15
           OCCUPATIONAL WAGE RATE CHANGE................TABLE  16
           MISCELLANEOUS DATA, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY.......TABLES 17A,17B
           49 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 18-49
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .019       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .021
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .004       .004
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .015       .015       .015       .015       .015       .014       .014       .014       .014       .014

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00134     .00148     .00140     .00143     .00146     .00153     .00159     .00157     .00162     .00168
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00063     .00072     .00062     .00068     .00068     .00073     .00074     .00073     .00077     .00076
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00072     .00076     .00078     .00076     .00079     .00078     .00084     .00085     .00085     .00090
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00012    -.00012    -.00014    -.00012    -.00015    -.00012    -.00011    -.00014    -.00014    -.00015
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00125     .00131     .00131     .00137     .00134     .00137     .00143     .00137     .00140     .00143
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00073     .00078     .00076     .00079     .00079     .00081     .00079     .00082     .00079     .00084

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:

 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00122     .00131     .00139     .00142     .00146     .00151     .00160     .00171     .00175     .00183
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 50% NET NEW CASE (RUN 1) 11/15/96

TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .019       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .020       .021
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .000       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005       .005

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .012       .012       .012       .012       .012       .012       .013       .013       .013       .013

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT          .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .020       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .022
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .037       .038       .039       .038       .038       .038       .039       .039       .040       .041
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 50% NET NEW CASE (RUN 1) 11/15/96

TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB       .00134     .00143     .00153     .00157     .00162     .00169     .00179     .00191     .00198     .00208
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00050     .00053     .00054     .00056     .00058     .00060     .00063     .00065     .00068     .00071

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC     .00183     .00197     .00206     .00214     .00220     .00229     .00241     .00253     .00266     .00278
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00014     .00015     .00016     .00016     .00017     .00017     .00019     .00020     .00020     .00021
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00035     .00038     .00040     .00042     .00044     .00047     .00050     .00052     .00055     .00061
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY     .00021     .00023     .00026     .00027     .00029     .00032     .00034     .00037     .00040     .00045

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00223     .00244     .00256     .00266     .00278     .00293     .00305     .00320     .00339     .00363
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00040     .00043     .00046     .00047     .00048     .00051     .00054     .00057     .00060     .00063

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00183     .00201     .00211     .00217     .00229     .00241     .00253     .00262     .00278     .00302

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92      .00017     .00024     .00021     .00018     .00031     .00024     .00024     .00024     .00024     .00031

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00069     .00072     .00075     .00077     .00074     .00079     .00082     .00083     .00087     .00090
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00009    -.00010    -.00009    -.00008    -.00009    -.00009    -.00009

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE             .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   DURABLES              .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   NONDURABLES           .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00172     .00182     .00189     .00197     .00204     .00208     .00221     .00233     .00241     .00249
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION     .00009     .00011     .00010     .00010     .00011     .00011     .00012     .00013     .00014     .00015
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00010     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00012     .00012     .00013     .00013     .00014
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE      .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00007
   RETAIL TRADE          .00026     .00027     .00029     .00029     .00030     .00031     .00032     .00033     .00034     .00035
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006
   SERVICES              .00116     .00123     .00129     .00134     .00140     .00144     .00152     .00162     .00168     .00172
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT        .00011     .00014     .00017     .00016     .00014     .00020     .00018     .00021     .00023     .00027
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT     .00013     .00014     .00015     .00016     .00016     .00018     .00020     .00021     .00023     .00024
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 50% NET NEW CASE (RUN 1) 11/15/96

TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00079     .00079     .00084     .00085     .00084     .00079     .00085     .00085     .00087     .00090

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00051     .00053     .00056     .00058     .00059     .00060     .00064     .00065     .00067     .00071
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004
   OTHER DURABLES        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00006     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00008     .00008     .00008
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006
   HOUSING               .00011     .00011     .00011     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00013     .00013
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004
   TRANSPORTATION        .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00008     .00009     .00009     .00010     .00010     .00011     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00013
   OTHER SERVICES        .00007     .00008     .00008     .00009     .00010     .00009     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00011

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00027     .00028     .00028     .00027     .00028     .00028     .00030     .00031     .00030     .00031
   RESIDENTIAL           .00003     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00005     .00005
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00019     .00020     .00020     .00019     .00020     .00020     .00021     .00022     .00021     .00022

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00000    -.00001

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT       .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00008     .00008
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV       .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00008     .00008

  TOTAL EXPORTS          .00052     .00047     .00050     .00053     .00053     .00052     .00053     .00050     .00055     .00047
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00070
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00018    -.00023    -.00020    -.00017    -.00017    -.00018    -.00017    -.00020    -.00015    -.00023

  TOTAL IMPORTS          .00055     .00053     .00056     .00059     .00063     .00067     .00068     .00068     .00072     .00066

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00079     .00079     .00084     .00085     .00084     .00079     .00085     .00085     .00087     .00090

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00076     .00075     .00079     .00081     .00079     .00075     .00081     .00081     .00081     .00082
  TOT GOV                .00004     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 30% NET NEW CASE (RUN 2) 11/15/96

 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .016       .005       .020       .009       .007       .008       .008       .008       .008       .009
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .019       .007       .022       .010       .009       .009       .010       .010       .010       .010
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .001       .000       .001       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION        (3)        .004       .006       .010       .012       .011       .012       .012       .014       .015       .015
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 30% NET NEW CASE (RUN 2) 11/15/96

TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .019       .007       .022       .010       .009       .009       .010       .010       .010       .010
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .005       .001       .005       .001       .000       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .003       .001       .003       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)        .000       .000       .000      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .010       .005       .013       .008       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00162     .00040     .00171     .00053     .00032     .00038     .00044     .00043     .00046     .00047
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00079     .00019     .00085     .00027     .00021     .00025     .00027     .00024     .00025     .00030
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00085     .00020     .00089     .00027     .00011     .00014     .00015     .00015     .00018     .00020
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00004    -.00005    -.00009    -.00011    -.00012    -.00014    -.00011    -.00012    -.00011    -.00011
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00132     .00046     .00145     .00057     .00037     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00214     .00061     .00226     .00072     .00037     .00041     .00044     .00043     .00046     .00049
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00111     .00034     .00118     .00040     .00021     .00025     .00026     .00024     .00027     .00028

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:

 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00080     .00033     .00101     .00047     .00031     .00030     .00031     .00031     .00032     .00034
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 30% NET NEW CASE (RUN 2) 11/15/96

TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .018       .007       .021       .010       .009       .010       .010       .010       .010       .010
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .010       .001       .008       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .000       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .001       .001       .001       .001

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .000       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .003       .001       .004       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .004       .004       .008       .006       .006       .006       .006       .006       .006       .006

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT         -.003      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.001      -.001      -.001
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT      -.003      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.001      -.001      -.001

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .016       .005       .020       .009       .007       .008       .008       .008       .008       .009
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .004       .006       .010       .012       .011       .012       .012       .014       .015       .015
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
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TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB       .00073     .00025     .00097     .00043     .00026     .00024     .00025     .00025     .00027     .00031
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00030     .00008     .00033     .00011     .00008     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00011     .00011

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC     .00103     .00034     .00130     .00054     .00034     .00034     .00035     .00036     .00038     .00042
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00007     .00002     .00010     .00004     .00003     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00001     .00002     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00008
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY    -.00004     .00000    -.00003     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00093     .00034     .00121     .00056     .00038     .00040     .00040     .00043     .00046     .00049
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00019     .00007     .00024     .00011     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00008     .00008     .00009

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00074     .00027     .00097     .00045     .00031     .00033     .00032     .00035     .00037     .00040

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92      .00011     .00011     .00023     .00023     .00018     .00015     .00014     .00014     .00011     .00008

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00054     .00016     .00063     .00021     .00013     .00015     .00015     .00017     .00020     .00022
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP     .00014     .00001     .00012    -.00002    -.00004    -.00004    -.00004    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE             .00007     .00004     .00009     .00004     .00001     .00000    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001
   DURABLES              .00005     .00001     .00005     .00001     .00000    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001
   NONDURABLES           .00001     .00003     .00004     .00003     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00104     .00037     .00126     .00055     .00039     .00040     .00043     .00043     .00044     .00047
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION     .00062     .00010     .00055     .00009     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00003     .00001     .00004     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE      .00004     .00002     .00006     .00002     .00002     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001
   RETAIL TRADE          .00007     .00003     .00010     .00007     .00007     .00008     .00008     .00008     .00008     .00008
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00004     .00001     .00005     .00002     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002
   SERVICES              .00025     .00021     .00047     .00031     .00025     .00026     .00027     .00027     .00029     .00031
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT       -.00007    -.00008    -.00005    -.00004    -.00006    -.00006    -.00007    -.00007    -.00006    -.00004
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT    -.00008    -.00008    -.00005    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.
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TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00101     .00027     .00111     .00034     .00013     .00018     .00021     .00021     .00023     .00024

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00042     .00010     .00047     .00016     .00008     .00008     .00011     .00011     .00012     .00011
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00002     .00001     .00003     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00003     .00001     .00004     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001
   OTHER DURABLES        .00002     .00000     .00002     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00010     .00002     .00011     .00003     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00002     .00001
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00004     .00001     .00004     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002
   HOUSING               .00003     .00001     .00004     .00003     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00003     .00000     .00004     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000
   TRANSPORTATION        .00002     .00000     .00002     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00001     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002
   OTHER SERVICES        .00009     .00001     .00009     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00021     .00004     .00026     .00012     .00010     .00011     .00013     .00012     .00012     .00013
   RESIDENTIAL           .00009     .00001     .00009     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00003     .00001     .00004     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00009     .00002     .00013     .00008     .00008     .00009     .00010     .00009     .00009     .00009

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00000     .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT      -.00015    -.00014    -.00012    -.00011    -.00011    -.00011    -.00010    -.00009    -.00009    -.00008
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV      -.00015    -.00014    -.00012    -.00011    -.00011    -.00011    -.00010    -.00009    -.00009    -.00008

  TOTAL EXPORTS          .00115     .00031     .00123     .00037     .00018     .00017     .00018     .00020     .00018     .00020
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00132     .00046     .00145     .00057     .00037     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00017    -.00015    -.00022    -.00020    -.00019    -.00023    -.00021    -.00020    -.00022    -.00020

  TOTAL IMPORTS          .00062     .00005     .00071     .00018     .00011     .00007     .00011     .00012     .00011     .00011

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00101     .00027     .00111     .00034     .00013     .00018     .00021     .00021     .00023     .00024

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00111     .00035     .00118     .00041     .00020     .00024     .00027     .00025     .00028     .00029
  TOT GOV               -.00009    -.00009    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005    -.00005    -.00004
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
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 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .009       .009       .009       .010       .010       .010       .010       .010       .010       .011
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .010       .010       .010       .010       .010       .011       .010       .011       .011       .011
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .000       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION        (3)        .016       .016       .016       .016       .016       .017       .017       .017       .018       .018
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.

                       INDEX TO AVAILABLE TABLES
                       ___________________________

           SUPER SUMMARY TABLE AND REFERENCE LIST.......TABLE  1
           SUMMARY TABLES FOR PRIVATE NON-FARM SECTORS..TABLE  2
           EMPLOYMENT TABLE & POPULATION................TABLE  3
           PERSONAL INCOME TABLE........................TABLE  4
           GRP BY FINAL DEMAND - BILL. OF CHAINED 92$...TABLE  5
           10 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 7-14
           OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT......................TABLE  15
           OCCUPATIONAL WAGE RATE CHANGE................TABLE  16
           MISCELLANEOUS DATA, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY.......TABLES 17A,17B
           49 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 18-49
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .010       .010       .010       .010       .010       .011       .010       .011       .011       .011
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .001       .000       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)        .000       .000      -.001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00050     .00049     .00052     .00050     .00050     .00060     .00058     .00061     .00063     .00070
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00028     .00026     .00028     .00027     .00027     .00031     .00031     .00031     .00034     .00035
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00023     .00022     .00024     .00024     .00024     .00030     .00027     .00031     .00030     .00034
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00011    -.00010    -.00009    -.00010    -.00008    -.00010    -.00007    -.00010    -.00009    -.00008
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00041     .00041
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00052     .00052     .00052     .00053     .00056     .00058     .00058     .00064     .00060     .00066
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00030     .00029     .00031     .00032     .00032     .00033     .00034     .00035     .00035     .00037

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:

 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00032     .00034     .00035     .00037     .00038     .00040     .00045     .00045     .00046     .00050
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TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .010       .010       .010       .010       .011       .011       .010       .011       .011       .011
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .006       .006       .007       .007       .006       .007       .007       .007       .007       .007

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT         -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001       .000

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .009       .009       .009       .010       .010       .010       .010       .010       .010       .011
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .016       .016       .016       .016       .016       .017       .017       .017       .018       .018
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
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TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB       .00027     .00030     .00031     .00034     .00034     .00037     .00043     .00042     .00044     .00048
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00012     .00013     .00013     .00014     .00015     .00016     .00016     .00017     .00017     .00019

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC     .00040     .00043     .00044     .00047     .00050     .00052     .00060     .00058     .00061     .00067
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00008     .00009     .00009     .00010     .00009     .00010     .00011     .00011     .00012     .00013
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00049     .00052     .00055     .00058     .00060     .00064     .00072     .00070     .00075     .00082
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00009     .00009     .00010     .00010     .00011     .00012     .00013     .00013     .00013     .00015

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00040     .00043     .00046     .00047     .00049     .00052     .00060     .00058     .00061     .00069

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92      .00008     .00014     .00011     .00009     .00009     .00009     .00009     .00008     .00006     .00009

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00021     .00020     .00023     .00024     .00024     .00026     .00029     .00029     .00031     .00032
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP    -.00005    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005    -.00005    -.00006    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE            -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001     .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   DURABLES             -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001     .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000    -.00001
   NONDURABLES           .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00047     .00049     .00050     .00052     .00055     .00057     .00060     .00063     .00065     .00071
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE      .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   RETAIL TRADE          .00009     .00009     .00009     .00009     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00011     .00011     .00011
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   SERVICES              .00032     .00033     .00034     .00035     .00036     .00038     .00040     .00042     .00043     .00048
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT       -.00006    -.00006    -.00005    -.00004    -.00005    -.00003    -.00002    -.00003    -.00004    -.00003
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT    -.00005    -.00005    -.00004    -.00004    -.00004    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003    -.00002
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.



CCEA FLORENCE GRISWOLD MUSEUM STUDY51

GRISWOLD MUSEUM 30% NET NEW CASE (RUN 2) 11/15/96

TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00027     .00025     .00027     .00029     .00027     .00031     .00032     .00032     .00034     .00034

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00014     .00014     .00017     .00015     .00016     .00019     .00019     .00020     .00019     .00023
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   OTHER DURABLES        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   HOUSING               .00004     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   TRANSPORTATION        .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00002     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00004
   OTHER SERVICES        .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00002     .00003

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00013     .00012     .00013     .00012     .00013     .00013     .00014     .00014     .00014     .00014
   RESIDENTIAL           .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00003     .00003     .00003     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00009     .00009     .00010     .00009     .00009     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00010     .00010

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00001    -.00001     .00000

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT      -.00008    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005    -.00005    -.00004
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV      -.00008    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005    -.00005    -.00004

  TOTAL EXPORTS          .00020     .00019     .00024     .00022     .00022     .00027     .00024     .00026     .00025     .00027
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00040     .00041     .00041
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00020    -.00021    -.00017    -.00018    -.00018    -.00014    -.00016    -.00015    -.00015    -.00013

  TOTAL IMPORTS          .00013     .00012     .00019     .00014     .00017     .00022     .00020     .00023     .00019     .00027

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00027     .00025     .00027     .00029     .00027     .00031     .00032     .00032     .00034     .00034

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00031     .00029     .00031     .00032     .00031     .00034     .00034     .00034     .00035     .00035
  TOT GOV               -.00004    -.00004    -.00004    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000



CCEA FLORENCE GRISWOLD MUSEUM STUDY52

GRISWOLD MUSEUM 30% NET NEW CASE (RUN 2) 11/15/96

 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .010       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION        (3)        .018       .018       .019       .019       .019       .019       .019       .019       .020       .020
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.

                       INDEX TO AVAILABLE TABLES
                       ___________________________

           SUPER SUMMARY TABLE AND REFERENCE LIST.......TABLE  1
           SUMMARY TABLES FOR PRIVATE NON-FARM SECTORS..TABLE  2
           EMPLOYMENT TABLE & POPULATION................TABLE  3
           PERSONAL INCOME TABLE........................TABLE  4
           GRP BY FINAL DEMAND - BILL. OF CHAINED 92$...TABLE  5
           10 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 7-14
           OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT......................TABLE  15
           OCCUPATIONAL WAGE RATE CHANGE................TABLE  16
           MISCELLANEOUS DATA, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY.......TABLES 17A,17B
           49 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 18-49



CCEA FLORENCE GRISWOLD MUSEUM STUDY53

GRISWOLD MUSEUM 30% NET NEW CASE (RUN 2) 11/15/96

TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00064     .00070     .00069     .00073     .00067     .00069     .00073     .00066     .00076     .00073
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00034     .00034     .00034     .00033     .00032     .00032     .00037     .00034     .00036     .00032
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00031     .00035     .00037     .00036     .00034     .00035     .00035     .00034     .00038     .00040
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00009    -.00009    -.00009    -.00008    -.00009    -.00008    -.00009    -.00006    -.00009    -.00008
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00064     .00064     .00070     .00070     .00070     .00067     .00067     .00067     .00073     .00070
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00037     .00038     .00040     .00038     .00038     .00040     .00038     .00040     .00043     .00043

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:

 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00049     .00053     .00056     .00060     .00059     .00062     .00063     .00064     .00072     .00075



CCEA FLORENCE GRISWOLD MUSEUM STUDY54

GRISWOLD MUSEUM 30% NET NEW CASE (RUN 2) 11/15/96

TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .007       .007       .007       .007       .007       .007       .007       .007       .007       .007

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .010       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .018       .018       .019       .019       .019       .019       .019       .019       .020       .020
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000



CCEA FLORENCE GRISWOLD MUSEUM STUDY55

GRISWOLD MUSEUM 30% NET NEW CASE (RUN 2) 11/15/96

TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB       .00047     .00052     .00055     .00060     .00058     .00061     .00063     .00064     .00075     .00076
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00019     .00020     .00022     .00023     .00023     .00023     .00024     .00025     .00026     .00028

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC     .00066     .00072     .00076     .00082     .00079     .00084     .00085     .00090     .00101     .00105
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00008     .00008
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00013     .00013     .00014     .00015     .00015     .00015     .00016     .00016     .00018     .00019
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY     .00007     .00007     .00008     .00008     .00008     .00008     .00009     .00009     .00011     .00011

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00081     .00087     .00092     .00099     .00096     .00101     .00104     .00107     .00122     .00125
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00014     .00016     .00017     .00018     .00018     .00019     .00019     .00020     .00022     .00023

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00067     .00070     .00076     .00081     .00078     .00082     .00085     .00087     .00101     .00102

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92      .00015     .00012     .00009     .00012     .00015     .00011     .00017     .00008     .00012     .00015

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00027     .00030     .00034     .00034     .00030     .00034     .00031     .00035     .00038     .00037
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005    -.00006    -.00005    -.00005    -.00006

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE             .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00000
   DURABLES              .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000    -.00001
   NONDURABLES           .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00069     .00073     .00079     .00082     .00081     .00085     .00085     .00089     .00096     .00102
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00005
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE      .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003
   RETAIL TRADE          .00012     .00012     .00012     .00013     .00013     .00014     .00014     .00015     .00015     .00016
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003
   SERVICES              .00047     .00049     .00054     .00056     .00055     .00059     .00058     .00060     .00066     .00069
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT       -.00004     .00000    -.00002    -.00001     .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00001     .00004     .00001
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00002
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 30% NET NEW CASE (RUN 2) 11/15/96

TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00035     .00040     .00037     .00040     .00035     .00038     .00035     .00038     .00040     .00038

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00022     .00023     .00026     .00024     .00023     .00024     .00023     .00024     .00027     .00028
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002
   OTHER DURABLES        .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003
   HOUSING               .00005     .00005     .00006     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00005     .00006     .00006
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002
   TRANSPORTATION        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00003     .00004     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00005
   OTHER SERVICES        .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00014     .00015     .00015     .00015     .00014     .00015     .00014     .00016     .00016     .00017
   RESIDENTIAL           .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00010     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00010     .00011     .00010     .00011     .00012     .00012

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT      -.00004    -.00004    -.00004    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV      -.00004    -.00004    -.00004    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00001

  TOTAL EXPORTS          .00026     .00025     .00027     .00027     .00026     .00026     .00024     .00029     .00027     .00029
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00015    -.00016    -.00014    -.00013    -.00015    -.00015    -.00017    -.00012    -.00014    -.00012

  TOTAL IMPORTS          .00023     .00020     .00027     .00024     .00024     .00024     .00024     .00027     .00030     .00035

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00035     .00040     .00037     .00040     .00035     .00038     .00035     .00038     .00040     .00038

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00037     .00041     .00038     .00041     .00037     .00040     .00037     .00038     .00040     .00038
  TOT GOV               -.00002    -.00002    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001     .00000     .00000
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
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 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .011       .011       .012       .011       .012       .011       .012       .012       .012       .012
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .012       .012       .011       .012
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .000       .000       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .002       .002

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION        (3)        .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .022       .023
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.

                       INDEX TO AVAILABLE TABLES
                       ___________________________

           SUPER SUMMARY TABLE AND REFERENCE LIST.......TABLE  1
           SUMMARY TABLES FOR PRIVATE NON-FARM SECTORS..TABLE  2
           EMPLOYMENT TABLE & POPULATION................TABLE  3
           PERSONAL INCOME TABLE........................TABLE  4
           GRP BY FINAL DEMAND - BILL. OF CHAINED 92$...TABLE  5
           10 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 7-14
           OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT......................TABLE  15
           OCCUPATIONAL WAGE RATE CHANGE................TABLE  16
           MISCELLANEOUS DATA, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY.......TABLES 17A,17B
           49 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 18-49
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GRISWOLD MUSEUM 30% NET NEW CASE (RUN 2) 11/15/96

TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .012       .012       .011       .012
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .001       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009       .009

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00075     .00087     .00079     .00082     .00084     .00087     .00087     .00087     .00085     .00092
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00036     .00045     .00035     .00040     .00043     .00043     .00041     .00042     .00041     .00043
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00040     .00044     .00044     .00043     .00041     .00043     .00046     .00046     .00049     .00049
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00008    -.00008    -.00009    -.00011    -.00011    -.00009    -.00008    -.00011    -.00009    -.00009
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00042     .00042
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00070     .00076     .00076     .00076     .00073     .00076     .00076     .00076     .00079     .00079
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00043     .00044     .00043     .00046     .00043     .00046     .00044     .00046     .00046     .00047

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:

 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00073     .00078     .00082     .00084     .00085     .00089     .00095     .00098     .00104     .00110
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TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .011       .012       .012       .012       .012
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .007       .007       .007       .007       .007       .007       .007       .007       .007       .007

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .011       .011       .012       .011       .012       .011       .012       .012       .012       .012
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .021       .022       .023
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
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TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB       .00076     .00079     .00085     .00087     .00090     .00093     .00101     .00104     .00113     .00119
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00027     .00031     .00031     .00032     .00032     .00034     .00034     .00037     .00039     .00040

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC     .00104     .00110     .00116     .00119     .00122     .00128     .00137     .00140     .00153     .00159
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00008     .00008     .00009     .00009     .00009     .00010     .00010     .00011     .00012     .00012
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00019     .00021     .00024     .00024     .00025     .00027     .00027     .00030     .00031     .00035
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY     .00012     .00013     .00016     .00016     .00017     .00019     .00019     .00022     .00024     .00026

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00125     .00137     .00146     .00150     .00156     .00165     .00171     .00180     .00195     .00208
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00023     .00024     .00026     .00026     .00027     .00029     .00031     .00031     .00034     .00036

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00104     .00113     .00122     .00122     .00128     .00134     .00140     .00146     .00159     .00174

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92      .00011     .00017     .00014     .00012     .00018     .00021     .00015     .00015     .00018     .00024

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00038     .00039     .00043     .00043     .00041     .00041     .00045     .00046     .00048     .00049
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP    -.00006    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005    -.00004    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE             .00001     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00002
   DURABLES              .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   NONDURABLES           .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00102     .00105     .00113     .00114     .00119     .00122     .00130     .00133     .00142     .00145
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION     .00004     .00006     .00006     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00008
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00008     .00008
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE      .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004
   RETAIL TRADE          .00016     .00016     .00017     .00018     .00018     .00019     .00019     .00020     .00021     .00021
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004
   SERVICES              .00069     .00072     .00076     .00080     .00082     .00085     .00089     .00092     .00099     .00102
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT        .00000     .00006     .00003     .00002     .00002     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00010     .00012
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT     .00002     .00002     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00006     .00007     .00008     .00010
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.
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TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00041     .00046     .00044     .00050     .00046     .00044     .00041     .00047     .00046     .00047

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00027     .00031     .00031     .00032     .00032     .00035     .00036     .00035     .00037     .00039
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   OTHER DURABLES        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00004
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003
   HOUSING               .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00007
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   TRANSPORTATION        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00005     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007
   OTHER SERVICES        .00004     .00005     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00016     .00017     .00017     .00016     .00016     .00016     .00017     .00017     .00017     .00018
   RESIDENTIAL           .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00011     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00013

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000    -.00001

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT      -.00001    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00002
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV      -.00001    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00002

  TOTAL EXPORTS          .00026     .00026     .00029     .00031     .00027     .00029     .00029     .00027     .00026     .00023
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00041     .00042     .00042
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00015    -.00015    -.00012    -.00011    -.00014    -.00012    -.00012    -.00014    -.00016    -.00019

  TOTAL IMPORTS          .00027     .00027     .00032     .00027     .00031     .00037     .00040     .00034     .00035     .00034

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00041     .00046     .00044     .00050     .00046     .00044     .00041     .00047     .00046     .00047

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00041     .00046     .00044     .00049     .00046     .00043     .00041     .00047     .00044     .00044
  TOT GOV                .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
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 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .016       .003       .016       .003      -.001       .000       .000       .000       .001       .001
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .018       .005       .018       .005       .001       .002       .002       .002       .002       .003
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION        (3)        .003       .005       .009       .010       .008       .006       .005       .005       .005       .004
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.

                       INDEX TO AVAILABLE TABLES
                       ___________________________

           SUPER SUMMARY TABLE AND REFERENCE LIST.......TABLE  1
           SUMMARY TABLES FOR PRIVATE NON-FARM SECTORS..TABLE  2
           EMPLOYMENT TABLE & POPULATION................TABLE  3
           PERSONAL INCOME TABLE........................TABLE  4
           GRP BY FINAL DEMAND - BILL. OF CHAINED 92$...TABLE  5
           10 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 7-14
           OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT......................TABLE  15
           OCCUPATIONAL WAGE RATE CHANGE................TABLE  16
           MISCELLANEOUS DATA, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY.......TABLES 17A,17B
           49 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 18-49
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .018       .005       .018       .005       .001       .002       .002       .002       .002       .003
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .004       .001       .004       .001      -.001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .003       .000       .003       .000      -.001      -.001       .000       .000       .000       .000
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .010       .004       .011       .004       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00159     .00029     .00151     .00024    -.00012    -.00012    -.00008     .00000     .00003     .00006
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00076     .00014     .00074     .00015    -.00001     .00001     .00000     .00003     .00002     .00006
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00083     .00014     .00078     .00010    -.00012    -.00011    -.00008    -.00005    -.00001     .00001
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00004    -.00005    -.00008    -.00009    -.00009    -.00009    -.00006    -.00007    -.00005    -.00004
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00130     .00040     .00134     .00038     .00010     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00011
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00208     .00050     .00203     .00038    -.00011    -.00008    -.00003     .00000     .00005     .00009
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00108     .00027     .00106     .00021    -.00005    -.00003     .00001     .00000     .00003     .00006

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:
 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00078     .00027     .00090     .00028     .00002    -.00001     .00000     .00001     .00002     .00003
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TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .001       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .017       .005       .018       .005       .001       .002       .002       .002       .003       .003
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .010       .001       .008       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .002       .001       .003       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .004       .003       .006       .003       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT         -.003      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT      -.003      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .016       .003       .016       .003      -.001       .000       .000       .000       .001       .001
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .003       .005       .009       .010       .008       .006       .005       .005       .005       .004
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
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TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB       .00071     .00019     .00085     .00022    -.00005    -.00009    -.00008    -.00008    -.00007    -.00007
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00029     .00006     .00029     .00006     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC     .00100     .00026     .00114     .00028    -.00005    -.00008    -.00008    -.00007    -.00005    -.00005
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00007     .00002     .00009     .00002    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00001     .00002     .00003     .00004     .00003     .00003     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY    -.00004     .00001    -.00002     .00003     .00003     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00091     .00027     .00107     .00033     .00002    -.00002    -.00003    -.00002     .00000    -.00002
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00019     .00005     .00021     .00006     .00000    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001     .00000     .00000

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00072     .00021     .00086     .00027     .00002    -.00001    -.00002    -.00001     .00000    -.00001

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92      .00011     .00009     .00021     .00014     .00008     .00005     .00002     .00000    -.00003    -.00002

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00053     .00012     .00056     .00012    -.00003    -.00003    -.00002    -.00001     .00002     .00000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP     .00014     .00000     .00011    -.00003    -.00006    -.00005    -.00004    -.00004    -.00003    -.00003

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE             .00006     .00003     .00008     .00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00001
   DURABLES              .00005     .00001     .00004     .00000    -.00001    -.00002    -.00002    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001
   NONDURABLES           .00001     .00003     .00004     .00003    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001     .00000     .00000
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00101     .00031     .00112     .00031     .00005     .00002     .00005     .00005     .00007     .00007
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION     .00061     .00009     .00054     .00007    -.00001    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00002     .00001     .00003     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE      .00004     .00001     .00005     .00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001
   RETAIL TRADE          .00006     .00002     .00007     .00003     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00004     .00001     .00004     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   SERVICES              .00023     .00017     .00039     .00018     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00008
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT       -.00008    -.00008    -.00006    -.00006    -.00008    -.00009    -.00010    -.00011    -.00011    -.00010
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT    -.00008    -.00009    -.00006    -.00007    -.00009    -.00009    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.
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TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           1996       1997       1998       1999       2000       2001       2002       2003       2004       2005
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00098     .00020     .00098     .00014    -.00012    -.00011    -.00005    -.00005    -.00002    -.00002

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00041     .00008     .00041     .00007    -.00004    -.00006    -.00003    -.00002     .00000    -.00001
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00002     .00000     .00002     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00003     .00001     .00003     .00000    -.00001    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER DURABLES        .00002     .00000     .00002     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00010     .00002     .00010     .00001    -.00002    -.00002    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001     .00000
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00004     .00001     .00003     .00000    -.00001    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   HOUSING               .00003     .00001     .00004     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00003     .00000     .00003     .00000    -.00001    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   TRANSPORTATION        .00002     .00000     .00002     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000
   OTHER SERVICES        .00009     .00001     .00008     .00001    -.00002    -.00002    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00020     .00002     .00019     .00002    -.00004    -.00004    -.00001     .00000     .00001     .00002
   RESIDENTIAL           .00008     .00001     .00007     .00000    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00001    -.00001
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00003     .00000     .00003     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00009     .00001     .00009     .00001    -.00001    -.00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT      -.00015    -.00014    -.00013    -.00012    -.00012    -.00012    -.00012    -.00012    -.00012    -.00012
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV      -.00015    -.00014    -.00013    -.00012    -.00012    -.00012    -.00012    -.00012    -.00012    -.00012

  TOTAL EXPORTS          .00113     .00024     .00113     .00020    -.00007    -.00007    -.00005    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00130     .00040     .00134     .00038     .00010     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00011
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00017    -.00016    -.00021    -.00018    -.00017    -.00018    -.00015    -.00013    -.00013    -.00013

  TOTAL IMPORTS          .00061    -.00002     .00063     .00003    -.00015    -.00018    -.00016    -.00011    -.00011    -.00011

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00098     .00020     .00098     .00014    -.00012    -.00011    -.00005    -.00005    -.00002    -.00002

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00107     .00029     .00105     .00021    -.00005    -.00004     .00003     .00002     .00005     .00005
  TOT GOV               -.00009    -.00009    -.00008    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
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 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .001       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .003       .003
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .003       .003       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION        (3)        .004       .004       .004       .003       .003       .003       .004       .003       .003       .003
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.

                       INDEX TO AVAILABLE TABLES
                       ___________________________

           SUPER SUMMARY TABLE AND REFERENCE LIST.......TABLE  1
           SUMMARY TABLES FOR PRIVATE NON-FARM SECTORS..TABLE  2
           EMPLOYMENT TABLE & POPULATION................TABLE  3
           PERSONAL INCOME TABLE........................TABLE  4
           GRP BY FINAL DEMAND - BILL. OF CHAINED 92$...TABLE  5
           10 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 7-14
           OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT......................TABLE  15
           OCCUPATIONAL WAGE RATE CHANGE................TABLE  16
           MISCELLANEOUS DATA, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY.......TABLES 17A,17B
           49 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 18-49
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .003       .003       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00008     .00012     .00015     .00014     .00014     .00017     .00012     .00018     .00015     .00021
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00008     .00007     .00008     .00008     .00007     .00008     .00005     .00008     .00006     .00010
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00002     .00005     .00007     .00006     .00008     .00011     .00008     .00009     .00011     .00011
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00003    -.00001    -.00001    -.00002    -.00001    -.00002     .00002     .00000    -.00001     .00000
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00011     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00011     .00015     .00017     .00015     .00017     .00018     .00020     .00021     .00020     .00023
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00007     .00008     .00009     .00010     .00010     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00012     .00012

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:
 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00005     .00006     .00008     .00010     .00011     .00013     .00012     .00013     .00014     .00016
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TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .003       .003       .003       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .003       .002       .003       .003       .003

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT         -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.002      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .001       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .002       .003       .003
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .004       .004       .004       .003       .003       .003       .004       .003       .003       .003
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
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TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB      -.00005    -.00003    -.00002     .00001     .00002     .00004     .00003     .00004     .00005     .00007
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC    -.00002     .00000     .00002     .00005     .00006     .00008     .00008     .00009     .00009     .00014
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00002     .00003
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00002     .00005     .00006     .00008     .00009     .00011     .00011     .00012     .00011     .00017
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00002     .00003     .00006     .00006     .00008     .00009     .00008     .00011     .00008     .00014

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92     -.00002     .00000     .00000     .00003     .00002     .00000     .00002     .00000    -.00002     .00000

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00002     .00002     .00004     .00002     .00004     .00006     .00003     .00006     .00005     .00007
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00001    -.00001    -.00002    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE            -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000
   DURABLES             -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   NONDURABLES           .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00009     .00011     .00014     .00014     .00016     .00018     .00017     .00018     .00021     .00024
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION    -.00002    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE     -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001
   RETAIL TRADE          .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000
   SERVICES              .00009     .00010     .00011     .00012     .00012     .00014     .00013     .00014     .00015     .00017
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT       -.00010    -.00010    -.00011    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00012    -.00012
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.
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TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           2006       2007       2008       2009       2010       2011       2012       2013       2014       2015
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00000     .00001     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00006     .00006     .00005     .00006     .00006

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00001     .00002     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00004     .00005     .00006
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER DURABLES        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000
   HOUSING               .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   TRANSPORTATION        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00000     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002
   OTHER SERVICES        .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00003     .00002     .00004     .00003     .00004     .00006     .00003     .00005     .00005     .00006
   RESIDENTIAL           .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT      -.00011    -.00011    -.00011    -.00011    -.00011    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00009    -.00009
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV      -.00011    -.00011    -.00011    -.00011    -.00011    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00009    -.00009

  TOTAL EXPORTS         -.00001     .00002     .00004     .00000     .00003     .00005     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00011     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00012    -.00010    -.00007    -.00011    -.00008    -.00006    -.00008    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007

  TOTAL IMPORTS         -.00008    -.00007    -.00002    -.00007    -.00003    -.00001    -.00005    -.00001    -.00002     .00002

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00000     .00001     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00006     .00006     .00005     .00006     .00006

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00007     .00007     .00010     .00009     .00010     .00013     .00012     .00009     .00012     .00011
  TOT GOV               -.00007    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
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 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .002       .003       .002       .003       .003       .002       .003       .003       .003       .003
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION        (3)        .003       .003       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .005       .005
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.

                       INDEX TO AVAILABLE TABLES
                       ___________________________

           SUPER SUMMARY TABLE AND REFERENCE LIST.......TABLE  1
           SUMMARY TABLES FOR PRIVATE NON-FARM SECTORS..TABLE  2
           EMPLOYMENT TABLE & POPULATION................TABLE  3
           PERSONAL INCOME TABLE........................TABLE  4
           GRP BY FINAL DEMAND - BILL. OF CHAINED 92$...TABLE  5
           10 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 7-14
           OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT......................TABLE  15
           OCCUPATIONAL WAGE RATE CHANGE................TABLE  16
           MISCELLANEOUS DATA, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY.......TABLES 17A,17B
           49 SECTOR DETAIL (SEE TABLE 2 FOR INDEX).....TABLES 18-49
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .000       .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00017     .00020     .00018     .00018     .00017     .00017     .00018     .00020     .00021     .00023
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00011     .00008     .00010     .00006     .00007     .00008     .00010     .00010     .00009     .00011
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00010     .00010     .00012     .00010     .00011     .00009     .00010     .00011     .00012     .00011
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00001    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002     .00000    -.00002     .00000    -.00002    -.00003
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00021     .00020     .00024     .00023     .00024     .00018     .00021     .00021     .00024     .00021
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00014     .00011     .00014     .00012     .00011     .00012     .00011     .00012     .00012     .00012

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:
 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00014     .00017     .00018     .00020     .00019     .00017     .00017     .00018     .00023     .00021
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TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .003       .003       .003       .003       .002       .002       .002       .002       .003       .002

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT         -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .002       .003       .002       .003       .003       .002       .003       .003       .003       .003
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .003       .003       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .005       .005
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
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TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB       .00005     .00008     .00008     .00011     .00011     .00008     .00008     .00009     .00015     .00014
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00006     .00006     .00007     .00006     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00008     .00008     .00008

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC     .00011     .00015     .00014     .00017     .00017     .00014     .00015     .00018     .00024     .00023
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00003     .00002     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00005
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY     .00002     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00004

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00015     .00017     .00017     .00020     .00021     .00018     .00021     .00021     .00031     .00031
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00003     .00003     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00005

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00014     .00012     .00014     .00015     .00017     .00015     .00018     .00017     .00024     .00026

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92      .00005     .00003     .00002     .00005     .00008     .00000     .00003     .00000     .00000     .00000

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00005     .00005     .00007     .00007     .00007     .00011     .00011
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00002    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE             .00001     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000
   DURABLES              .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   NONDURABLES           .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00021     .00023     .00026     .00027     .00027     .00024     .00026     .00027     .00029     .00031
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001     .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE      .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001
   RETAIL TRADE          .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00005     .00004     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   SERVICES              .00015     .00017     .00019     .00020     .00019     .00018     .00018     .00021     .00022     .00022
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT       -.00011    -.00008    -.00011    -.00010    -.00011    -.00010    -.00011    -.00011    -.00007    -.00010
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT    -.00010    -.00010    -.00010    -.00009    -.00009    -.00010    -.00009    -.00010    -.00008    -.00009
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.
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TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           2016       2017       2018       2019       2020       2021       2022       2023       2024       2025
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00006     .00006     .00006     .00008     .00006     .00008     .00008     .00011     .00008     .00005

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00005     .00005     .00006     .00005     .00006     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00007
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER DURABLES        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001
   HOUSING               .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   TRANSPORTATION        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001
   OTHER SERVICES        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00005     .00004     .00005     .00004     .00006     .00007
   RESIDENTIAL           .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00001
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00003     .00004     .00003     .00004     .00005

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00001     .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00000

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT      -.00009    -.00009    -.00008    -.00008    -.00008    -.00008    -.00007    -.00007    -.00006    -.00006
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV      -.00009    -.00009    -.00008    -.00008    -.00008    -.00008    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007    -.00006

  TOTAL EXPORTS          .00003     .00003     .00006     .00005     .00005     .00003     .00003     .00008     .00008     .00003
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00009    -.00009    -.00006    -.00007    -.00007    -.00009    -.00009    -.00005    -.00005    -.00009

  TOTAL IMPORTS         -.00002    -.00002     .00002    -.00001     .00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002     .00005     .00006

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00006     .00006     .00006     .00008     .00006     .00008     .00008     .00011     .00008     .00005

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00011     .00011     .00011     .00014     .00011     .00012     .00012     .00014     .00012     .00009
  TOT GOV               -.00005    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005    -.00004    -.00004    -.00004    -.00004    -.00004    -.00004
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
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 TABLE 1: SUPER SUMMARY TABLE.
             (TABLE # REFERENCES IN PARENTHESES)

                              2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT  (3)        .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003
   EMP % OF US                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOT PRIV NF EMPLYT(2)        .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .003       .004       .004       .004       .004
   PR NF EMP % OF US          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 GRP (CHAINED 92$) (5)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 PERSONAL INCOME   (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .001       .000
   PERS INC % OF US           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 DISPOSABLE INCOME (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 PCE-PRICE INDX-92 (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 REAL DISP INCOME  (4)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION        (3)        .005       .005       .006       .005       .005       .005       .006       .005       .006       .006
   POP AS % OF US             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NOTE - For all tables: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION are in THOUSANDS of people,
        DOLLAR concepts are in BILLIONS OF CHAINED 92$ unless otherwise indicated
        and PER CAPITA concepts are in THOUSANDS OF REAL DOLLARS.

                       INDEX TO AVAILABLE TABLES
                       ___________________________
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           OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT......................TABLE  15
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY TABLE FOR PRIVATE NONFARM SECTORS.
          (DETAILED TABLE # REF IN PARENS-(10 SECT,49 SECT))

                              2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                              FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 PRIVATE NONFARM EMPLOYMENT (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)
      AND ITS DECOMPOSTION BY SOURCE OF DEMAND:

 TOTAL EMPLYMNT (7,18)        .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .003       .004       .004       .004       .004
  INTERMEDIATE  (7,19)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  LOCAL CONSUM  (7,20)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .001       .000       .001       .000       .001       .000
  GOVT DEMAND   (7,21)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  INVEST ACTVTY (8,22)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - US/WORLD(8,23)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXP - MULTREG (8,24)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
  EXOGENOUS     (8,25)        .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003

 COSTS AND SELLING PRICES RELATIVE TO THE U.S.:

 SELLING PRICE  (9,26)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FACTOR INPUTS  (9,27)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     LABOR      (9,28)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     FUEL       (9,29)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
     CAPITAL   (10,30)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 INTRMED INPUTS(10,31)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 OTHER VARIABLES:

 REL PROD MFG  (10,32)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 REL PROF MFG  (10,33)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 LABOR INTENSTY(11,34)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 MULT ADJ      (11,35)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 EMP % OF U.S. (11,36)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 RPC=SS/DEMAND (11,37)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 AVG WAGE-THOUS(12,38)        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 INDL MIX INDX (12,39)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 IN BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 DOLLARS:
 DEMAND        (12,40)      .00020     .00026     .00021     .00020     .00021     .00026     .00029     .00026     .00031     .00024
   IMPORTS     (12,41)      .00009     .00014     .00009     .00011     .00008     .00014     .00013     .00012     .00015     .00012
   SELF SUPPLY (13,42)      .00012     .00014     .00014     .00012     .00012     .00011     .00014     .00011     .00017     .00012
 EXPORTS       (13,43)     -.00003    -.00002    -.00003    -.00005    -.00003    -.00002    -.00002    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003
 INTRA-REG TRD (13,44)      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 EXOGENOUS PRDN(13,45)      .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00013     .00013     .00013     .00013     .00013     .00013
 OUTPUT        (14,46)      .00021     .00021     .00024     .00024     .00018     .00018     .00021     .00018     .00024     .00018
 GRP(VAL ADDED)(14,47)      .00012     .00014     .00014     .00012     .00012     .00011     .00014     .00014     .00012     .00012

 IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL $'S:
 WAGE&SAL DISB (14,48)      .00021     .00021     .00026     .00024     .00027     .00024     .00027     .00026     .00034     .00027
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TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT TABLE.  (IN THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE)

                           2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 MANUFACTURE               .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   DURABLES                .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   NONDURABLES             .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 NON MANUFACTURE           .004       .004       .004       .004       .004       .003       .004       .004       .004       .004
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   MINING                  .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   CONT CONSTRUCTION       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   TRANSPORT +PUB UT       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FINANCE, INS,+ RE       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   RETAIL TRADE            .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001       .001

   WHOLESALE TRADE         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   SERVICES                .002       .002       .002       .003       .003       .002       .003       .003       .003       .002

   AGRI/FOR/FISH SVC       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL GOVERNMENT         -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   ST AND LOCAL GOVT      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001      -.001

   FED. GOVT. CIVI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   FED. GOVT. MILI.        .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 FARM EMPLOYMENT           .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT          .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003       .003
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

 POPULATION                .005       .005       .006       .005       .005       .005       .006       .005       .006       .006
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
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TABLE 4: PERSONAL INCOME TABLE. (IN BILLIONS OF NOMINAL DOLLARS)

                           2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

 WAGE AND SAL DISB       .00014     .00015     .00018     .00017     .00020     .00017     .00021     .00020     .00029     .00021
 PROPRIETORS INCOME*     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 OTHER LABOR INCOME      .00008     .00009     .00009     .00009     .00010     .00010     .00011     .00010     .00013     .00011

 DERIVATION OF PERSONAL INCOME BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE:

 TOT LABOR+ PROP INC     .00021     .00024     .00027     .00026     .00031     .00027     .00034     .00027     .00043     .00031
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS SOC INSR CNT     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00002
   PLUS RESID ADJ        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   PLUS DIV,INT,RENT     .00005     .00006     .00008     .00006     .00007     .00008     .00008     .00008     .00010     .00011
   PLUS TRANSFER PAY     .00004     .00003     .00006     .00004     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00008     .00009

 PERSONAL INCOME         .00027     .00034     .00040     .00034     .00043     .00040     .00046     .00040     .00058     .00049
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000

   LESS TAXES            .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00006     .00008     .00008     .00010     .00008

 DISPOSABLE PER. INC     .00021     .00027     .00034     .00027     .00037     .00034     .00040     .00031     .00049     .00043

 PCE-PRICE INDEX-92      .00000     .00005     .00006     .00003     .00009     .00003     .00003     .00003     .00006     .00009

 REAL DIS PER INCOME     .00008     .00009     .00011     .00010     .00010     .00011     .00014     .00009     .00014     .00011
   AS A % OF U.S.          .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000
 R.D. INCOME PER/CAP    -.00002    -.00002    -.00002    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00001    -.00002    -.00001    -.00002

 BREAKDOWN OF LABOR AND PROPRIETOR'S INCOME:

 MANUFACTURE             .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000
   DURABLES              .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   NONDURABLES           .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 NON MANUFACTURE         .00031     .00029     .00035     .00035     .00038     .00035     .00041     .00037     .00049     .00040
   MINING                .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   CONT CONSTRUCTION     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000
   TRANSPORT+ PUB UT     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00003     .00002
   FINANCE,INS,+ RE      .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   RETAIL TRADE          .00005     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00007     .00006
   WHOLESALE TRADE       .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   SERVICES              .00022     .00021     .00024     .00026     .00027     .00025     .00028     .00026     .00035     .00029
   AGRI/FOR/FISH         .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 TOTAL GOVERNMENT       -.00008    -.00005    -.00008    -.00011    -.00010    -.00011    -.00008    -.00006    -.00007    -.00010
   ST AND LOCAL GOVT    -.00009    -.00009    -.00008    -.00008    -.00008    -.00008    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007    -.00007
   FED GOVT CIVILIAN     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOVT MILITARY     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
 FARM                    .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

 *  IF ALL 0.0'S THEN PROPRIETORS INCOME HAS BEEN MERGED INTO OTHER LABOR INCOME.
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TABLE 5: GRP BY FINAL DEMAND TABLE.
 (BILLIONS OF CHAINED 1992 US DOLLARS-RECONCILED WITH VALUE ADDED)

                           2026       2027       2028       2029       2030       2031       2032       2033       2034       2035
                           FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST       FCST

  TOTAL GRP              .00009     .00009     .00011     .00015     .00011     .00006     .00008     .00011     .00012     .00012

  TOTAL CONSUMPTION      .00005     .00006     .00008     .00008     .00008     .00008     .00011     .00007     .00012     .00008
   AUTOS AND PARTS       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FURN & HSEHLD EQ.     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000
   OTHER DURABLES        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FOOD & BEVERAGES      .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001
   CLOTHING & SHOES      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000
   GASOLINE & OIL        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FUEL OIL & COAL       .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   OTHER NONDURABLES     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   HOUSING               .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   HSEHLD OPERATION      .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000
   TRANSPORTATION        .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   HEALTH SERVICES       .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00001     .00002     .00002     .00002     .00002
   OTHER SERVICES        .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00002     .00001     .00002     .00001

  TOTAL FIXED INVEST     .00006     .00005     .00005     .00006     .00004     .00005     .00006     .00006     .00006     .00005
   RESIDENTIAL           .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00000
   NON RESIDENTIAL       .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001     .00001
   PROD. DUR. EQUIP.     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00003     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004     .00004

  CBI NET IVA + MISC     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
  GRPVA-GRPFD            .00000    -.00001     .00000     .00000     .00001     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000

  TOTAL GOVERNMENT      -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005    -.00004
   FED GOV MILITARY      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   FED GOV CIVILIAN      .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
   STATE/LOCAL GOV      -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00006    -.00005    -.00005    -.00005    -.00004    -.00004

  TOTAL EXPORTS          .00003     .00002     .00005     .00008     .00005     .00005     .00008     .00005     .00003     .00000
   EXOGENOUS EXP         .00012     .00012     .00012     .00012     .00013     .00013     .00013     .00013     .00013     .00013
   ENDOGENOUS EXP       -.00009    -.00011    -.00008    -.00005    -.00008    -.00008    -.00005    -.00008    -.00010    -.00013

  TOTAL IMPORTS         -.00001    -.00003     .00001     .00000     .00001     .00007     .00012     .00002     .00005    -.00003

 TOT GRP BY VAL ADD      .00009     .00009     .00011     .00015     .00011     .00006     .00008     .00011     .00012     .00012

  TOT PRIV NF VAL AD     .00014     .00014     .00014     .00018     .00014     .00009     .00011     .00014     .00014     .00014
  TOT GOV               -.00004    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003    -.00003    -.00002    -.00002
  TOT FARM VAL ADDED     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000     .00000
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End of Tables.


